
!
Negotiation simulation:!!
Despite their cultural and ecological significance, reefs have suffered significantly in recent 
decades on account of your region’s economic activities, with degradation accelerating in recent 
years. A multilateral environmental summit focusing on reef clean-up has been called for by a 
powerful country in the region. All of the relevant countries have (initially) agreed to take part.!!
You will join one of several teams in order to simulate the process of preparing for, attending, 
and following up on a multilateral environmental summit. The simulation will be conducted in 
four parts: a pre-summit planning session, two rounds of negotiating at the summit, and a post-
summit implementation phase.!!
Teams will represent either specific countries, corporations, or NGOs. Teams will be given 
specific background information that will assist them in deciding how to conduct themselves at 
the summit, and there is the potential for teams to play a variety of roles. Importantly, teams will 
have to decide how to balance the demands of their internal and external constituencies.!!
At the end of each round your team will submit a short statement reporting the decisions and 
concrete actions to be taken. I will play the role of the press, compiling these reports into an 
overall narrative and announce the results of each round!!
Teams:!!
Tamam-land:!!

• Your State is relatively well situated, a “Northern” i.e., developed State!
• Your state has no direct costs associated with Reef clean-up!
• Your domestic population is neutral on the issue!
• Your state has suffered a bad reputation for poor environmental practices in the past!
• You have the ability to extend moderate trade proposals to two of the other countries!
• Discuss your strategies for convincing the swing states and disarming veto states!!

Habibi-land:!!
• You are a “Southern” i.e., developing State!
• Your state has reefs, and the proposed agreements would require certain domestic 

initiatives and costs!
• Nevertheless, your constituency is generally in favor of the reef clean-up!
• Discuss how actively you want to commit to supporting this agreement, to what length 

you’re willing to support it!!
Misharaf-land:!!

• You are a “Southern” i.e., developing State,!
• Reef clean-up will have significant costs for your state!
• Because of the reefs present within your border, you also have a de facto status of a Veto 

State!



• Your domestic constituency is mildly opposed to the measures because of the costs 
associated!

• You have significant trade ties with Khallas-land, but are seeking to improve your relations 
with both Tamam-land and Habibi-land!

• Discuss which way you feel your state should go and what gains you’re hoping to achieve 
in the negotiations!!

Mishfaham-land!!
• You are a “Southern” i.e., developing State,!
• Reef clean-up will have significant costs for your state!
• Because of the reefs present within your border, you also have a de facto status of a Veto 

State!
• Your domestic constituency is mildly in favor of the measures because of the cultural 

importance of the reefs!
• You have competing corporate interests between those who favor tourism to the reefs, and 

those whose operations damage reefs; however, your analysts claim that the corporate 
interests opposed to the reef cleanup are more economically and politically important!

• You have significant trade ties with the Khallas-land, but are seeking to improve your 
relations with both Tamam-land and Habibi-land!

• Discuss which way you feel your state should go and what gains you’re hoping to achieve 
in the negotiations!!

Khallas-land:!!
• You are a relatively wealthy, “Northern” or developed State!
• Reef clean-up will have significant costs for your state!
• Your constituency is currently neutral on the reef clean-up, but your analysts predict that 

this will change when they feel the affects of the costs of the clean-up!
• You have significant corporate interests that are opposed to the clean-up!
• Because your domestic constituency does not consider this a significant issue, your 

analysts predict that your political opponents can successful leverage this issue against 
your party in the upcoming elections. Currently, it looks like a tough race!

• Discuss your options and how you might ensure the defeat of the proposal!!
Ayada Corporation!!

• You have operations in all states, but the vast majority of your company and your profits 
are housed within the Khallas-land and Misharaf-land!

• Your company is directly responsible for activities leading to the decline of reefs, 
particularly in the Khallas-land, Misharaf-land, and Mishfaham-land!

• Your company analysts project the following:!
• If negotiations fail and operations continue, you project an 8% increase in profits over the 

next 5 years – a huge gain!
• If you think negotiations will succeed, you have the option of throwing your support behind 

the negotiations and starting early to switch your operations lines to manufacturing reef-
friendly products. Your analysts project this option to result anywhere between a 2% 
decrease and a 2% increase in profits over the 5 years!



• You can elect to borrow money and launch a massive add campaign in any country, at a 
cost of 2% of profits over the next 5 years.!!

ILuvReefs NGO!!
• Reef protection is your organization’s main purpose!
• Your NGO is headquartered in the Tamam-land, but has a significant presence in both 

Misharaf-land and Mishfaham-land!
• Recent fundraising means that your budget will allow you to do the following:!
• Attend the negotiations in order to speak to all parties and observe the happenings!
• Run one major media campaign in any of the states or two smaller media campaigns in two 

of the states!!


